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Abstract

Publicly funded/subsidized export promotion agencies reducing infor-

mational barriers to export and thus �rm-level �xed/sunk costs of export-

ing are present in most countries. This paper develops a two-country one-

sector heterogeneous-�rms model with origin-speci�c publicly funded ex-

port promotion agencies and shows how the public good nature of export-

relevant information and the ability to engage in global public a¤airs may

rationalize the existence of such agencies. A novel �nding of the model is

that gains from export promotion are shared with the trade partner via

intra-industry reallocations.
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1 Introduction

Export promotion programs are ubiquitous and empirical analyses document

that they facilitate exports (see below). In 2010, at least 116 countries had

an export promotion agency, see the anatomy of export promotion agencies in

Cruz, Lederman and Zoratto (2018), and the International Trade Center (ITC)

has a strategic goal to improve performance of trade support institutions.1 Yet,

based on economists�understanding of gains from trade, it is far from obvious

how, when, and why such programs should bene�t individual countries, let alone

situations where all countries engage in such programs, and how such programs

a¤ect trade partners.

While countries have a myriad of di¤erent set-ups for trade support, common

features are that trade support is predominantly export-oriented and publicly

funded/subsidized (even if operated in partnership with the private sector), see

OECD/WTO (2015), Lederman, Olarreaga and Payton (2010) as well as Cruz,

Lederman and Zoratto (2018).2 OECD/WTO (2015) reports that top priori-

ties for export promotion agencies (henceforth EPAs) and �rms (suppliers and

users of export promotion, respectively) regarding reduction of export barriers

include informational barriers about export opportunities and about procedures

and regulations to be met in order to gain market access abroad.3 EPAs collect

and pool export-relevant information (market intelligence, network of foreign

customers/distributors4 , knowledge about procedures and regulations, quality

and technical requirements, marketing etc.). One particular channel is so-called

global public a¤airs (GPA), where the EPAs exploit their o¢ cial status to con-

1 ITC is a joint agency of the UN and the WTO established in 1964 with a special focus
on small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and developing (less developed) countries.

2Lederman, Olarreaga and Payton (2010) survey 88 EPAs in developed and developing
countries in 2005 and ask about instututional structure, responsibilities, objectives, resources
and expenditures, and activities and client orientation. Cruz, Lederman and Zoratto (2018)
is based on a follow-up survey from 2010.

3 Interestingly, when �rms are asked in which aspect of trade costs they value improvements
the most, �Access to information about export opportunities�is the top priority for SMEs and
large �rms.�Access to information about procedures and regulations to be met in order to
export�comes in second (third) for large �rms (SMEs). Hence, information ranks higher than
tari¤s, fees, transport systems, non-tari¤ barriers, border procedures etc.

4See e.g. Chaney (2014) for recent work on informational barriers to trade in the form of
�nding trade partners.
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tact foreign o¢ cials to obtain valuable information about foreign business and

how to navigate foreign regulatory systems. These informational barriers to

trade are non-tari¤ barriers and independent of export volume.5 In sum, EPAs

therefore reduce �rm-level �xed/sunk costs of exporting by providing informa-

tion (export intelligence) either for free or at subsidized prices, i.e. at prices

below those in the private consulting sector. This provision of export-related

information by EPAs is the focus of this paper.6 The existing literature has

extensively studied the e¤ects of export promotion empirically, cf. below, yet

the theoretical mechanisms are underexplored. This paper �lls a gap in the

literature by being the �rst to analyze the e¤ects of and the scope for export

promotion in a general equilibrium model with heterogeneous �rms. An impor-

tant contribution of this research design - that cannot be attained with empirical

approaches - is that it allows examination of policy spillovers and strategic in-

teractions between countries when deciding on funding for EPAs.

Obviously, theoretical views on EPAs exist and are important foundations

for empirical work and policy design. Copeland (2008) surveys existing stud-

ies, provides an excellent discussion of the theoretical arguments for publicly

funded export promotion based on market failures, and concludes that while

the private sector may overcome several informational barriers, a role for pub-

licly funded export promotion remains due to informational spillovers, the public

good nature of general export information (including which private agencies to

use), and the advantage of o¢ cials to navigate foreign regulatory systems and

opening doors to foreign o¢ cials and businesses. While multiple organizations,

including embassies, consulates, trade support institutions, and export promo-

5 In the international business literature there is a long tradition, starting with Johanson and
Vahlne (1977), which emphasizes the distinct knowledge and competencies typically related
to product adaptation, marketing, and distribution that are required for export success.

6Export promotion as explored in the paper seems - in law or in fact - compatible with
WTO rules. Legally, as export promotion is o¤ered to all �rms (up to horizontal measures
such as size) it is unlikely to be considered speci�c to (a group of) �rms/industries and thus
a subsidy according to the �Agreement on subsidies and countervailing measures�. Factually,
export promotion is widespread, cf. Cruz, Lederman and Zoratto (2018), and I am not aware
of any WTO-case in which a country has �led another country for its export promotion
activities. Finally, export promotion is more about reducing a competitive handicap than
obtaining a competitive edge.
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tion agencies, may exist simultaneously within each country, the present paper

simpli�es and refers to and models this group of organizations as a single origin-

speci�c publicly funded EPA. Lederman, Olarreaga and Payton (2010) conduct

an empirical analysis of the institutional arrangements of export promotion and

�nd that centralization of EPAs, private-sector involvement (executive board

seats), and public funding correlate positively with exports. Hence, the present

paper assumes an organization of EPAs (complete centralization) that is posi-

tively correlated with exports.

The present paper is based on the premise that the public good nature of gen-

eral export information and the advantage of o¢ cials to engage in global public

a¤airs, as proposed by Copeland (2008), allow the o¢ cial publicly �nanced EPA

to have a cost advantage in reducing informational barriers to trade relative to

the private sector; at least for some types of information.7 Against this back-

drop, the paper shows formally the intuitive argument that countries bene�t

from publicly funded EPAs that reduce �rm-level �xed/sunk export barriers if

(and only if) the EPAs have a cost advantage relative to the private sector in

reducing (some) �xed cost barriers of exporting. To underscore this point, the

paper considers a monetary subsidy to �xed costs of exporting as an alternative

export promotion tool without a cost advantage. It is shown that countries,

within the theoretical model of the paper, have no incentives to introduce such

monetary subsidies.

Next, the e¤ects of unilateral and symmetric multilateral export promotion

are derived and compared to identify di¤erential impact on intra-industry real-

locations, industry structure, and welfare. A novel �nding is a positive spillover

as gains from unilateral export promotion are shared with the trading partner.

The mechanism is that export promotion shifts supply towards the foreign mar-

ket. Accordingly, the foreign market enjoys a pro-competitive gain in the form

of tougher selection among heterogenous �rms at the expense of softer selec-

tion in the market of the country evoking export promotion, i.e. the domestic

7Cassey (2014) documents aggregate cost savings from US overseas o¢ ces, i.e. documents
aggregate cost savings from a type of publicly funded export promotion.
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economy �nds itself with reduced average productivity as a result of the export

promotion it engages in. More precisely, the implied intra-industry realloca-

tions from the shift in aggregate supply reduce (increase) average productivity

and welfare in the domestic (foreign) market. Hence, gains from export promo-

tion are shared with the trade partner through general equilibrium mechanisms.

Contrary to the positive spillover from export subsidies (subsidies to marginal

costs of exporting and thus a¤ecting the intensive margin8 and export prices

conditional on marginal costs of production), the positive spillover from export

promotion reducing �xed costs of exporting is not driven by a terms-of-trade

mechanism. In fact, terms of trade improve for the country expanding export

promotion and worsen for the trade partner. The mechanisms underlying the

policy spillover are of broader interest than the case of export promotion as they

apply to changes in any non-tari¤ barrier (not only through export promotion)

that is invariant to export volume.

The framework applied is a Melitz (2003)-type one-industry, two-country

heterogeneous-�rms trade model including publicly funded export promotion

that reduces �rm-level �xed/sunk costs of exporting. A heterogeneous-�rms

framework is particularly suitable as it includes the empirically well-documented

selection of �rms into exporters and non-exporters (the extensive margin of trade

adjustment9) based on �xed/sunk export costs and heterogenous pro�tability

and thereby it captures the frequently stated aim of EPAs to assist non-exporters

(typically SMEs) to start exporting. Although stylized, the framework has

the advantage of being transparent and analytically tractable, while it includes

endogenous selection and entry of �rms and general equilibrium mechanisms.

The paper relates to several strands of literature. First, it builds on and

complements the empirical literature on export promotion. At the �rm-level,

Munch and Schaur (2018) show that export promotion facilitates entry into

8See e.g. Helpman and Krugman (1989) for optimal unilateral export subsidy (tax) under
monopolistic competition and homogenous �rms based on terms-of-trade e¤ects.

9Adjustments along this extensive margin are important for aggregate trade (see e.g.
Bernard et al., 2009).
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exporting and the continuation of export activity.10 Other �rm-level studies

(Broocks and Van Biesebroeck, 2017; Lederman, Olarreaga and Zavala, 2016;

Volpe Martincus and Carballo, 2008; 2010)11 support these positive e¤ects on

the extensive margins of trade, i.e. entry into new markets or entry with new

products, which is the mechanism exploited in the present paper.12 From an

aggregate perspective, Rose (2007) shows a positive e¤ect of consulates on ex-

ports, and based on a large cross-country survey of 88 EPAs from developed and

developing countries Lederman, Olarreaga and Payton (2010) show a positive

average e¤ect of export promotion on national exports. Based on three rounds of

similar surveys Olarreaga, Sperlich and Trachsel (2016) show that larger export

promotion budgets increase export growth and GDP per capita. The empirical

literature addresses if export promotion works, i.e. whether promotion expands

exports. However, it does not address if, why, and when promotion is desir-

able from an economy-wide welfare perspective and it does not address policy

spillovers.

Second, the paper relates to the gains from trade literature by showing that

the ability of EPAs to reduce �xed trade costs increases welfare. This corre-

sponds to the welfare gain from an exogenous reduction in �xed costs of export-

ing, see e.g. Melitz (2003) and Baldwin and Forslid (2010). Third and most

importantly, the paper is related to the voluminous literature on (optimal) trade

policy and spillovers from trade policy. Obviously, it complements theoretical

models of export promotion, see Copeland (2008) for a review. The importance

of intra-industry reallocations - as emphasized in the present paper - has been

identi�ed in the literature on trade policies in settings with heterogeneous �rms

for small open economy models and two-country models.13 Felbermayr, Jung

10Munch and Schaur (2018) conduct a cost-bene�t analysis of Danish export promotion (by
The Trade Council). However, they emphasize that it is not a welfare analysis as it ignores
general equilibrium e¤ects (which are a key focus of the present paper).
11 In counterfactual experiments Cherkashin et al. (2015) �nd substantial e¤ects on exports

from subsidies to market access for apparel �rms in Bangladesh.
12The literature has also identi�ed e¤ects on the intensive margin, i.e. more export per

market, which is a mechanism ignored in the present paper, see e.g. Van Biesebroeck, Yu and
Chen (2015).
13See e.g. Haaland and Venables (2016) for a recent contribution in a small open economy

model and Felbermayr, Jung and Larch (2013) for a two-country framework.
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and Larch (2013) consider import tari¤s in a framework similar to the present,

while Chor (2009) considers subsidies to the �xed costs of foreign FDIs. How-

ever, the novelty and the contribution of this paper in the trade policy literature

is to consider export promotion targeting the �xed/sunk export costs and not

variable export costs (export subsidies, export credit etc.). The present paper

is the �rst in the literature to do this in a heterogenous-�rms framework.14

The remainder of the paper is structured in the following way. Section 2

sets up the model and Section 3 analyzes the impacts of export promotion

on industry structure. Section 4 considers the e¤ects of export promotion on

welfare. Section 5 provides interpretations of key �ndings and discusses model

extensions including targeted export promotion, multiple countries and multiple

sectors. Section 6 concludes. Technical details, derivations, and robustness

analyses are in appendices.

2 Model with Export Promotion

Consider the standard heterogeneous-�rms trade model of Melitz (2003). As-

sume that the economy consists of two countries (Home and Foreign) and that

marginal production e¢ ciencies (productivities) are Pareto-distributed. The

novel extension is the option to reduce �rm-level �xed/sunk export costs through

a publicly funded EPA. Countries have symmetric fundamentals/structures and

asymmetric equilibria are allowed due to (potentially) asymmetric export pro-

motion policies.15 Foreign variables are denoted with an asterix.

Households

Each country is populated with a continuum of homogenous households. Utility

of the representative household increases in private consumption (C) and pub-

14See P�üger and Suedekum (2013) for an analysis of a monetary subsidy to entry into
the industry (not into exporting) in a two-country heterogenous-�rms model. See Appendix
B in the present paper for the case of a monetary subsidy to �xed costs of exporting. A
key di¤erence to P�üger and Suedekum (2013) is that the present paper does not have a
"homogenous" good sector and thereby include more general equilibrium mechanisms.
15The assumption of countries being symmetric is not critical for the policy spillover iden-

ti�ed in the present setting.
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lic services directed towards the households (G). The utility function takes the

following form U = u (C) + v (G), where u0 () > 0; u00 () < 0; limC!0 u
0 (C) =

1; v0 () > 0; v00 () < 0 and limG!0 v
0 (G) = 1. The representative house-

hold supplies L units of labor inelasticly and the budget constraint of the

representative household is E = PC = W (1� T )L; where E denotes aggre-

gate private expenditures, P the price index of the (private) composite good,

W the wage rate, and T the proportional tax rate on labor income.16 The

composite good is a constant-elasticity-of-substitution (CES) aggregate (Dixit-

Stiglitz preferences) over an endogenous continuum of goods (
) de�ned by

C =
�R

!2
 c (!)
��1
� d!

� �
��1
, where c (!) is consumption of variety !; and � > 1

is the constant elasticity of substitution between any two varieties. Households

maximize utility and country-level demand becomes

c (!) = EP��1p (!)
�� for all ! 2 
; (1)

where p (!) is the price of variety !. The price index, P , measures the expen-

diture to obtain one unit of the composite good.17

The Public Sector

The public sector provides services to the households, G, and export promotion

services, S, to the �rms. Public services are produced from domestic labor and

are �nanced through taxation of labor income. One unit of labor produces one

unit of public service. The balanced budget of the public sector reads

WLg =W (G+ S) = TWL) T =
Lg

L
=
G+ S

L
; (2)

where Lg denotes public employment. Firm-level �xed export costs in the ab-

sence of publicly �nanced export promotion areWFX . These costs are modelled

16With inelastic labor supply the tax on labor is equivalent to a lump-sum tax and non-
distortionary.

17Formally, P =
�R

!2
 p (!)
1�� d!

� 1
1��

:
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as 100 % internal to the �rm. An alternative formulation - yielding an identical

outcome - is that a fraction of these costs are consultant services from domestic

private export consultants/agencies operating in a sector with zero pro�ts and

constant returns to scale at the aggregate level. This formulation captures the

joint existence of private export consultants/agencies and publicly funded EPAs

seen in many countries.18 Public export promotion reduces �rm-level �xed costs

of exporting by a fraction 1 � �, such that �rm-level �xed export costs equal

�WFX , where

1� � = f (S) ; (3)

f 0 (S) > 0; f 00 (S) < 0, limS!0 f
0 (S) = 1; f (0) = 0; and f (S) 2 (0; 1). The

EPA provides services to the �rms for free and the marginal costs for the EPA

of serving a �rm is zero. In Section 5 the assumptions of export promotion

being avaiable to and having equal e¤ect on �xed export costs for all �rms are

discussed and robustness analyses are made where adoption of export promotion

di¤ers across �rms (either randomly and/or by size) and export destinations.19

The publicly funded EPA collects information about the export market (a

non-rival good), i.e. knowledge about standards, rules and regulations, market

intelligence, databases with potential buyers etc., cf. the introduction. The

public good nature of export-relevant information and the ability of the EPA

to engage in global public a¤airs provide the EPA with advantages relative to

the private sector in reducing some informational barriers to trade, cf. the in-

troduction. However, other informational barriers are �rm-product-destination

speci�c and are more e¢ ciently overcome by the private sector (or by the �rm

itself). The former properties are captured by limS!0 f
0 (S) = 1; while the

latter is captured by f 0 (S) being su¢ ciently small for S approaching its upper

bound. The (strong) concavity of f () is consistent with the strongly diminish-

18An interesting venue for future theoretical research, which is beyond the scope of the
present paper, is to explore the industrial organization of export promotion including the
e¤ect of publicly �nanced export promotion on export promotion supplied by the private
sector.
19Heterogeneous use of export promotion across �rms and destinations is found emprically,

see e.g. Volpe Martincus and Carballo (2010) and Munch and Schaur (2018).
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ing returns to export promotion and thus the �small is beautiful�property of

EPAs documented in Lederman, Olarreaga and Payton (2010).

In the following Lg = G + S is treated as exogenous and identical in the

two countries, i.e. G and S may change, but Lg = G + S remains constant.

One may think of this as the optimal allocation of public resources within a

given budget frame. Although special, this assumption highlights the direct

e¤ects from export promotion and it shuts down potential spillover e¤ects from

expenditure switching.20

Firms

Single-product �rms operate in a single monopolistic industry and produce with

labor as the only factor. Prior to entry a �rm pays sunk costs21 , WFE , to de-

velop a �rm-speci�c variety, !. In this R&D process a constant �rm-speci�c

marginal product (e¢ ciency) of labor, ', is determined. This productivity term

is drawn from a known distributionH (') with support in the range ' 2 ['0;1).

Serving the domestic market entails �xed costs ofWFD. Trade is subject to ice-

berg trade costs � � 1 and �xed export costs of �WFX , cf. above. Conditional

on productivity the �rm decides which markets (if any) to serve. There is free

entry and �rms from a competitive fringe enter until expected pro�ts from entry

are driven to zero, i.e. no aggregate pro�ts. In the following ! is suppressed in

the notation as �rms only di¤er due to di¤erences in productivity.

Due to the constant elasticity of demand, cf. Equation (1), �rms set prices

as a constant markup on marginal costs, i.e. pD (') = �
��1

W
' and pX (') =

�pD ('), where pD (pX) denotes the price in the domestic (export) market. Us-

ing the demand function, Equation (1), and pricing, the reduced form pro�ts

read � (') = �D (') + �X ('), where �D (') = max
�
B
�
'
W

���1 �WFD; 0�
are pro�ts in the domestic market, �X (') = max

�
B�
�
'
�W

���1 �W�FX ; 0�
20The e¤ects of distortionary income taxation and expenditure switching in a similar frame-

work are analysed in Andersen and Sørensen (2018). The case including demand switching
was analysed in a previous version of the paper. Inclusion of demand switching makes the
analysis less tractable, but all main �ndings generalize.
21All costs are in held in domestic labor, i.e. the present framework does not allow for

foreign sourcing.
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are pro�ts in the export market, and B � E (P )
��1

�
�
��1

���
1

��1 denotes a

demand component in Home (B� is the corresponding demand component in

Foreign). In fact, the demand component is a su¢ cient statistic for the location

of the residual demand curve and a higher demand component shifts the resid-

ual demand curve rightward.22 The demand components are exogenous to the

individual �rms, but endogenously determined in equilibrium.

Pro�ts from supplying a given market increase in the market-speci�c demand

components and in �rm-speci�c productivity ('). Only �rms with productivity

above certain threshold levels earn non-negative pro�ts due to the �xed costs of

serving a market. The productivity thresholds for serving the domestic market

and export market, 'D and 'X respectively, are characterized by the zero-pro�t

(break-even) conditions in the two markets, i.e.

�D ('D) � 0 and �X ('X) � 0: (4)

Parameter restrictions are imposed such that 'D < 'X , which generates a

sorting pattern in line with empirical evidence (only a fraction of �rms exports).

Hence, �rms with ' < 'D do not produce, �rms with 'D � ' < 'X produce

for the domestic market only, and �rms with ' � 'X produce for both the

domestic market and the export market.

Free Entry and Industry Structure

The free entry condition reads
R1
'0
� (') dH (') =WFE . In order to improve an-

alytical tractability, assume - in line with some of the literature on heterogeneous

�rms in international trade (see e.g. Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple, 2004; Chaney,

2008) - that productivities are Pareto-distributed, i.e.23 H (') = 1 �
�
'
'0

��k
for ' � '0. From the productivity threshold conditions, (4), the free entry

condition, and the similar conditions for Foreign it follows that the productivity

22To see this, substitute the demand component into the demand curve, Equation (1), to

obtain c (!) = B (� � 1)
�

�
��1

��
p (!)�� :

23 It is further assumed that k > ��1 to ensure �nite expected pro�ts from entry. Parameter
restrictions are imposed such that the exit threshold binds, i.e. such that 'D > '0.
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thresholds read

'D = 'A

 
1 +

�
�FX
FD

�1� k
��1

�
B

B�

�� k
��1

��k

! 1
k

(5)

'X = 'D

�
B

B�

� 1
��1

�
�FX
FD

� 1
��1

� ; (6)

where 'A � '0
�
FD
FE

(��1)
k�(��1)

� 1
k

> 0 is the exit threshold in autarky. Due to the

CES preferences, �rm-level markups are constant and therefore the absolute

levels of the demand components increase the mass of �rms but have no im-

pact on productivity thresholds and industry structure as long as the relative

demand component ( BB� ) is unchanged. However, the relative demand compo-

nent a¤ects productivity thresholds and this becomes central when analyzing

unilateral export promotion and policy spillovers. An increase in the relative

demand component of Home - an increase in B
B� - makes the Home market rela-

tively more pro�table. This reduces the exit threshold and increases the export

threshold in Home. One can think of B
B� as the endogenous relative competitive

pressure in the Foreign market.

Lemma 1 The exit (export) threshold decreases (increases) in the relative de-

mand component

Proof. Follows from the derivatives of equations (5) and (6).

An increase in the relative demand component generates selection mecha-

nisms and intra-industry reallocations in Home that mimic those from higher

trade costs, i.e. average productivity is reduced as labor shifts from highly

productive exporters towards less productive non-exporters.

Balanced Trade and Labor Market Equilibrium

In equilibrium trade balances due to the static nature of the model and the

12



value of aggregate imports equals the value of aggregate value, i.e.

N�
Z 1

'�X

EP��1 (p�X ('))
1�� dH (')

1�H ('�D)
= N

Z 1

'X

E�P ���1 (pX ('))
1�� dH (')

1�H ('D)
;

where N is the mass of domestic varieties (�rms). Labor is used for developing

new varieties (entry), variable costs of production, �xed costs of serving markets,

variable costs of exporting, and public employment. Aggregate labor demand

becomes Ld = k�NFD
k�(��1)

�
1 + �FX

FD

�
'X
'D

��k�
+Lg. In equilibrium labor demand

equals the exogenous labor supply, L, and this condition pins down the mass of

�rms.

Welfare

Welfare depends on private consumption and the provision of public services

directed toward households. Applying the exit threshold condition, Equation

(4), and the de�nition of the demand component (B), the real wage can be

written as a function of the exit threshold

W

P
=
� � 1
�

�
L� Lg
�FD

� 1
��1

'D: (7)

Importantly, the real wage depends solely on export promotion through the exit

productivity threshold, 'D. Welfare of the representative household becomes

U = u (C) + v (G) = u

�
(1� T ) W

P

�
+ v (Lg � S) (8)

= u

 �
1� L

g

L

�
� � 1
�

�
L� Lg
�FD

� 1
��1

'D

!
+ v (Lg � S) ;

where the exit threshold, 'D, follows from Equation (5) and the tax rate, T ,

follows from the public budget constraint, see Equation (2).

General Equilibrium

There is no closed form solution for the general equilibrium values of the en-

dogenous variables. However, the model has a recursive structure and it proves
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useful to implicitly determine the relative demand component as a function of

policy parameters (export promotion) and exogenous parameters24

B

B�
= � (S; S�;�) ,

where � is a vector of exogenous parameters. Given the relative demand compo-

nent, other variables of the model including productivity thresholds, real wage

and welfare follow cf. equations (5), (6), (7), and (8).

3 Export Promotion and Industry Structure

A positive analysis of the impact of export promotion is conducted. Recall,

that the model assumes that export promotion is equally valuable and avail-

able across all (exporting) �rms25 . Start by exploring symmetric equilibria and

symmetric (multilateral) expansions of export promotion.

Proposition 1 In symmetric equilibria, a symmetric (multilateral) expansion

of export promotion reduces �rm-level �xed export costs and the export produc-

tivity threshold, while it increases the exit productivity threshold, the fraction of

�rms exporting, and the real wage.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Export promotion reduces �xed costs of exporting which ceteris paribus

lowers the export threshold and increases pro�ts from exporting. As is well-

known in the Melitz (2003) framework, this increases entry into the industry

and into exporting which in turn leads to intra-industry reallocations where

the least productive �rms are squeezed out of the market. For given wages,

24See Appendix A.
25While all exporters enjoy the same cost savings in the model due to export promotion,

the industry and general equilibrium mechanisms imply that non-exporters and the most
pro�table exporters earn lower pro�ts due to export promotion.
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increased entry shifts the residual demand curves inward by lowering the price

indices (and thus B and B�) and this reduces pro�tability for all productivity

levels. This increases the exit threshold and moves the export threshold partly

back towards the initial level.

Now relax the assumption of a symmetric equilibrium and turn to the e¤ects

of a unilateral domestic expansion of export promotion. As a building block it

is useful to characterize the e¤ect on the relative demand component.

Lemma 2 A unilateral domestic expansion of export promotion increases the

domestic relative demand component (B=B�).

Proof. See Appendix A.

A unilateral expansion of export promotion in Home reduces �xed costs of

exporting for Home �rms. This leads to an increase in export supply of Home

�rms on the extensive margin. This increase in export supply of Home �rms

shifts the residual demand curves inward in Foreign, i.e. B� decreases. The

general equilibrium e¤ects running through balanced trade, increased entry in

Home, and reduced entry in Foreign can only partly reverse the direct impact

on the relative demand component.

Taking Lemma 2 into account, it follows:

Proposition 2 Unilateral expansion of export promotion in one country in-

creases the exit threshold and the real wage for both countries and reduces the

export threshold in both countries.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Quite interestingly, the unilateral (asymmetric) policy change has qualita-

tively similar impacts in both countries.26 The reason being the general equilib-

rium e¤ects running through the relative demand component, i.e. the relative

26Section 5 considers a three-country extension with destination-speci�c export promotion
in order to capture trade diversion from export promotion, see Appendix D for details.
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competitive pressure, identi�ed in Lemma 2. For the country expanding export

promotion, say Home, the results are qualitatively similar to those for coordi-

nated policy changes. However, the e¤ects are partly muted by the increase in

the relative demand component of Home. For the trade partner, Foreign, the

e¤ect runs through the relative demand component only. In fact, the increase

in the relative competitive pressure in Foreign toughens selection and the real

wage increases. The relative lax competitive pressure in Home increases the

pro�tability of exporting for Foreign �rms, which is why the export threshold

of Foreign falls with lower �xed export costs in Home.

Standard macro measures of competitiveness build on relative wages and

relative average productivities and do not directly account for export promo-

tion. Two standard measures are wage competitiveness (relative wages) and

terms of trade, where the latter usually plays a key role for (optimal) unilateral

trade policies. When a country invests in export promotion, it shifts supply

towards the export market. This tends to generate a trade surplus and excess

demand for labor. General equilibrium mechanisms eliminate the trade surplus

and the excess demand, which - in the present model - requires a higher rela-

tive wage (deterioration in wage competitiveness) and improved terms of trade.

The improvement in terms of trade improvement comes from a higher relative

wage and intra-industry reallocations as the reduction in �xed export costs low-

ers the export productivity threshold and thereby increases the average export

price (for a given wage). Hence, standard macro measures of competitiveness

deteriorate when a country reduces �rm-level �xed export costs through export

promotion.27 The improvement in terms of trade stands in stark contrast to the

deterioration found in the trade policy literature on export promotion reduc-

ing variable costs of exporting (export subsidies, subsidized export credits etc.).

This highlights that the positive spillover on the foreign real wage in the present

setting is due to industry dynamics and occurs despite (rather than because) of

terms-of-trade e¤ects.
27See Appendix C for derivations.
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4 Export Promotion and Welfare

The above analysis of export promotion on industry structure and real wage

now serves as input in the analysis of the e¤ect of export promotion on welfare.

The e¤ect on welfare of a marginal increase in export promotion follows from

Equation (8) and reads

dU

dS
= u0 (C)

C

'D

@'D
@S

+ u0 (C)
C

'D

@'D
@ B
B�

d B
B�

dS
� v0 (Lg � S) ; (9)

where the three terms in turn capture the marginal utility gain from the direct

positive impact on the real wage via selection and intra-industry reallocations

from lower �xed export costs cf. Proposition 2, the marginal utility loss from

an indirect negative impact on the real wage via selection and intra-industry

reallocations running through the e¤ect on the relative demand component

cf. Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, and the marginal utility loss from lower level

of household-directed public services.

The e¤ect of foreign export promotion on welfare is strictly positive and

reads
dU

dS�
= u0 (C)

C

'D

@'D
@ B
B�

d B
B�

dS�
> 0: (10)

The mechanism being that foreign export promotion increases foreign export

supply, which in turn toughens selection in the domestic market and thereby

raises the real wage and welfare, cf. Proposition 2.

Proposition 3 Export promotion increases welfare of the trade partner.

Proof. See Equation (10), Lemma 1, and Lemma 2.

When export promotion is set cooperatively among the symmetric countries,

policy makers know that policy is symmetric and does not a¤ect the relative

demand component, i.e. B
B� = 1 holds throughout and the negative indirect

e¤ect on the real wage vanishes. In this case the welfare-maximizing level of
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export promotion balances the �rst and third terms in Equation (9) and is

strictly positive.

Proposition 4 The welfare-maximizing level of export promotion in the co-

operative equilibrium is strictly positive because the EPA enjoys su¢ cient cost

advantages in the collection and distribution of some types of export-related in-

formation.

Proof. Imposing that d B
B� = 0; it follows from equations (5) and (9) that

limS!0
dU
dS =

1
k

�
k

��1 � 1
� �

1 +
�
FX
FD

� k
��1�1

�k
��1

limS!0

h
u0 (C)C @f(S)

@S

i
�v0 (Lg) =

1 > 0 as limS!0
@f(S)
@S =1.

Welfare-maximizing export promotion is positive because the EPAs, cf. the

introduction, have an advantage compared to the private sector for low levels

of publicly �nanced export promotion, i.e. limS!0
@f(S)
@S =1. To highlight the

importance of this feature, it is worth considering a similar export-promoting

instrument without such an advantage, namely a monetary subsidy to �xed costs

of exporting which reduces the �rm-level �xed costs of exporting but not the

social �xed costs of exporting. The optimal value of this alternative instrument

(in the case of cooperative policies) equals zero, i.e. no subsidy (or tax).28 The

reason being that the market equilibrium is �rst-best conditional on social �xed

costs of exporting (see e.g. Schröder and Sørensen, 2010; Dhingra and Morrow,

2019).29

Trade liberalization - either in the form of lower iceberg costs or lower �xed

costs of exporting - has ambiguous e¤ects on the optimal cooperative provision of

export promotion. Lower trade costs increase the fraction of �rms exporting and

thereby increase the real cost savings from export promotion. This mechanism

tends to increase the provision of export promotion as trade costs fall. However,

28See Appendix B for this result. See P�üger and Suedekum (2013) for an analysis of a
monetary subsidy to �m entry in a two-sector, two-country heterogenous-�rms trade model.
29This is a special property of the Dixit-Stiglitz CES preferences assumed in the present

model and it is not robust across utility speci�cations.
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lower trade costs increase the real wage and thus private consumption, which

in turn reduces marginal utility of private consumption. Lower marginal utility

of private consumption tends to reduce optimal provision of export promotion.

The former e¤ect dominates for high trade costs and for any level of trade costs

if the utility function, u (C), is su¢ ciently linear.30

Next, consider the strategic incentives in export promoting and thus the

incentives to deviate from the e¢ cient cooperative equilibrium. When export

promotion is decided non-cooperatively, governments take into account that a

unilateral increase in export promotion increases the relative demand compo-

nent (Lemma 2), which in turn softens selection and reduces the real wage and

welfare (Lemma 1 and Equation (8)). Hence, each country has an incentive to

unilaterally reduce export promotion compared to the cooperative level. Conse-

quently, a non-cooperative Nash equilibrium in export promotion has less export

promotion (and lower welfare) than in the e¢ cient cooperative case.

Proposition 5 The non-cooperative policy equilibrium, where governments de-

cide on export promotion unilaterally, has less export promotion than the e¢ -

cient cooperative equilibrium.

Proof. See Appendix A.

This downward bias in export promotion is driven by e¤ects on industry

dynamics (selection) and not by adverse terms of trade e¤ects from unilateral

export promotion. In fact, unilateral export promotion improves terms-of-trade,

cf. above. Returning to the case of a monetary subsidy, the optimal non-

cooperative subsidy would be negative, i.e. a tax on exporting (export license),

which replicates �ndings for subsidies/taxes on the intensive margin (see e.g.

Helpman and Krugman, 1989).

30Formally, the condition ensuring that lower trade costs increase trade promotion is 1 +

k 1�O
O

>
���Cu00(C)u0(C)

���, where O is an openness measure, which is de�ned as the import share

in private consumption. The openness measure is strictly decreasing in trade costs. See
Appendix C for derivation.
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5 Implications and Extensions of the Model

A key �nding in the model above is the positive spillover on the trade partner

from export promotion through intra-industry reallocations at the expense of the

country engaging in export promotion. The same mechanism and spillover will

prevail in a similar framework, where countries consider import promotion31 ,

accepting foreign product standards, or improving institutions32 that facilitate

trade. Hence, the identi�ed spillover and the mechanism highlighted in the

model above would also be relevant and have implications for other trade-related

policy questions.

The above model is stylized and has the advantage of being transparent and

analytically tractable. However, this comes at the cost of ignoring features of

the more complex real world. In particular, the model assumes that export pro-

motion is equally valuable and available across all (exporting) �rms33 , across

all sectors, and across all export destinations. The latter two follow trivially in

the one-sector two-country set-up, while the former could be relaxed within the

present model framework, see below.34 However, these simpli�cations contrast

empirical evidence of selection of �rms into receiving/buying export promotion

and of trade promotion agencies focussing their activities on a subset of po-

tential export destinations, see e.g. Volpe Martincus and Carballo (2010) and

Munch and Schaur (2018). Moreover, the reduction in informational frictions

due to export promotion is expectedly more valuable for di¤erentiated goods

sectors than for homogenous goods sectors, and �rms may have di¤erent abil-

ities to overcome informational frictions themselves in the absence of export

promotion. Hence, both treatment and treatment e¤ects may vary across mar-

kets, sectors, and �rms. While a uni�ed framework allowing for the empirical

31 In that regard it is worth noting that in 2017 the Danish Chamber of Commerce argued
that imports should be promoted on an equal footing with export. See also Chor (2009) for
import subsidies in a related although not similar heterogeneous �rms framework.
32 Institutional quality has proven important for trade in the gravity literature, see e.g.

Inmaculada et al. (2018) for a recent study.
33While all exporters enjoy the same cost savings in the model due to export promotion,

the industry and general equilibrium mechanisms imply that non-exporters and the most
pro�table exporters earn lower pro�ts due to export promotion.
34See Appendix F and Appendix G for details.
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relevant heterogeneous treatment and treatment e¤ects across destinations, sec-

tors and �rms is beyond the scope of the present paper, a couple of extensions

of the baseline model dealing with these issues are explored below.

Destination-speci�c export promotion - that di¤ers across destinations - is

explored by numerical analyses in a three-country version of the model.35 The

analyses show that destination-speci�c export promotion, say Country 1 tar-

geting export promotion towards Country 2, may divert trade and hurt third

countries (Country 3). Intuitively, while export promotion in Country 1 in-

creases export supply in Country 2, it reduces export supply in Country 3 due

to the general equilibrium mechanisms that ensure balanced trade of Country

1. The reduced export supply to Country 3 in turn weakens selection and re-

duces welfare in Country 3. Hence, destination-speci�c export promotion has a

positive spillover on the destination country, but a negative spillover on third

countries. This obviously quali�es the statements in Proposition 2 and Proposi-

tion 3. This trade-diversion e¤ect may also appear endogenously if self-selection

of �rms into export promotion activities varies across destination markets.

The one-sector model allows neither for export promotion to be di¤erentiated

across sectors nor for sectoral reallocation as a source of adjustment mechanism.

While an extension to a �exible framework with multiple sectors and di¤eren-

tial export promotion across sectors is beyond the scope of the present paper,

Appendix E considers a very stylized, but often applied, multi-sector variant of

the model, namely a model with a di¤erentiated good sector as modelled above

and a competitive homogenous good sector with constant returns to labor and

no trade costs. Here the general equilibrium mechanisms operate through sec-

toral composition as well (but not through the relative wage) and shift activity in

the di¤erentiated good sector towards the country engaging in export promotion

(the better export platform), while activity in the homogenous good sector shifts

toward the trade partner. This implies a home-market e¤ect, which bene�ts the

country engaging in export promotion at the expense of the trade partner, and

35Appendix D derives the equilibrium conditions in the three-country version of the model
and conducts numerical analyses.
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the policy spillover turns negative.36 The home-market e¤ect builds on gains

from proximity to production in the di¤erentiated good sector due to selection

into exporting (more varieties) and lower prices (locally produced goods are not

subject to iceberg trade costs), while proximity to production is irrelevant in

the homogenous good sector with no trade costs. Models with multiple di¤erent

sectors will in general contain this type of home-market mechanisms.

Volpe Martincus and Carballo (2010) and Munch and Schaur (2018) provide

evidence of di¤erentiated use of export promotion services across �rms and that

large �rms in particular are less likely to use export promotion services. This

may be a result of self-selection, export promotion targeting SMEs, or a com-

bination. The importance hereof is (partly) explored by considering37 the case

where only SMEs, de�ned as �rms with ' < '̂, observe reduced �xed costs of

exporting due to export promotion.38 Several insights appear from this exten-

sion. First, the policy spillover remains positive as export promotion increases

export supply at the extensive margin. Second, as expected savings on �xed

export costs prior to entry are smaller, when the set of �rms taking advantage

of export promotion is reduced, the positive e¤ect on entry in the country en-

gaging in export promotion is reduced. This in turn reduces the positive impact

on selection and thereby on welfare (ignoring the costs of export promotion)

in both countries. In the limiting case where only the marginal exporting �rm

is entitled to take advantage of export promotion and where export promotion

only has a marginal e¤ect on �xed costs of export, the direct positive e¤ect of

export promotion on selection vanishes (no e¤ect on entry), while the negative

(positive spillover) e¤ect (on the trade partner) running through the relative

demand component remains. It follows that unilateral export promotion in this

36 In the seminal paper of Krugman (1980) the home-market e¤ect originates from a larger
home market in terms of demand whereas in the present setting the home-market e¤ect
originates from being the more attractive export platform due to export promotion (in the
di¤erentiated good industry).
37See Appendix F.
38 '̂ � 'X > 'pX is assumed to hold, where 'X is the export threshold for �rms not entitled

to export promotion and 'pX is the export threshold for �rms entitled to export promotion.
The constraint ensures that export promotion works and that the case of �sandwich sorting�,
i.e. 'X > '̂ � 'pX , is avoided.
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setting must target a su¢ ciently wide range of �rms or have a signi�cant e¤ect

on �xed costs of exporting in order to improve selection (and thus welfare) in

the country engaging in export promotion. This analysis highlights that export

promotion in part works through its e¤ect as an incentive to enter the industry

and that the policy spillover is qualitatively the same when export promotion

targets SMEs. Another extension - in which not all exporters receive export

promotion - di¤erentiates access to export promotion such that only a fraction

(s) of �rms (randomly selected) is entitled to export promotion.39 In this exten-

sion, the policy spillover from higher quality of export promotion (higher S and

thus lower �) and from broader use of export promotion (higher s) remains pos-

itive as in the baseline model. Hence, key �ndings regarding the policy spillover

are in these respects robust to di¤erentiated adoption of export promotion and

the nature of expansion in export promotion.40

6 Conclusion

This paper �lls a gap in the literature by being the �rst to model and explore the

e¤ects of publicly funded export promotion that reduces �rm-level �xed costs

of exporting in a general equilibrium heterogenous-�rms trade model. Albeit

simple, the model includes several general equilibrium mechanisms including ad-

justments in the industry structure, in the number of �rms, and in the relative

wage. In assessments of long-term macroeconomic impacts of export promo-

tion, such general equilibrium mechanisms are expected to play a crucial role.

At this point it should be stressed that the �ndings are derived in a setting

where export promotion activities distort neither demand in product or factor

markets nor supply in the factor market. Hence, the paper focuses on the direct

e¤ects of export promotion without interference from �nancing and expenditure

39See Appendix G.
40Appendix H considers the hybrid extension, where export promotion targets a random

selected fraction of SMEs. The policy spillover is positive for any type of expansion in export
promotion (increase in S; s or '̂).
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distortions.41

The transparent model delivers clear predictions. First, export promotion

may be rationalized by EPAs having cost advantages relative to the private

sector in reducing export barriers due to the public good nature of general

information about exporting and their ability to engage in global public a¤airs.

Second, it is shown that export promotion may have a positive spillover on

the trade partner via intra-industry reallocations. The mechanism behind the

positive spillover is increased supply in the market of the trade partner and

this in turn toughens the competitive pressure and induces welfare improving

selection e¤ects. The positive spillover happens despite an adverse terms-of-

trade e¤ect for the trade partner. An important caveat is a negative spillover

on third countries due to trade diversion, i.e. on countries to which the export

supply in not directly a¤ected by the export promotion.

Being the �rst paper in the literature on export promotion reducing �xed

export costs in a setting of heterogenous �rms, it does not explore all interesting

questions. Future research could consider: export promotion for a small open

economy, simultaneous import and export promotion, self-selection of �rms into

export promotion, heterogeneous treatment e¤ects of export promotion, export

promotion targeting certain �rm types, sectors and destinations. A simplifying

assumption throughout the paper is the existence of a single EPA and an ex-

tremely simpli�ed modelling of other suppliers of export promotion (the private

sector). In reality the market for export promotion is quite complex and con-

tains multiple players such as private consulting �rms, multiple public EPAs,

and industry organizations.42 Interactions between the various suppliers in this

highly complex market, yet to be explored, may a¤ect the scope for as well

as the e¤ects of export promotion. One channel could be that an increase in

publicly funded export promotion reduces the scale and thus the e¢ ciency of

private suppliers of services related to �xed costs exporting.43 Finally, an impor-

41The e¤ects of distortionary income taxation and expenditure switching in a similar frame-
work are analyzed in Andersen and Sørensen (2018).
42Moreover, public-private partnerships are quite widespread.
43 In the simple framework of the present paper the aggregate expenditures of �rms on �xed
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tant ambition for future research is to merge the existing empirical literature on

export promotion with �exible general equilibrium models capturing the issues

listed above in order to allow for quantitative assessments of the e¤ects of export

promotion as well as quantifying optimal design of export promotion: What is

the optimal level of export promotion, and how to allocate export promotion

across activities, �rms, sectors, and destinations?
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